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Toluca Lake, Ca 91602 

Dear John, 

These years my body is rather slow revving up mornings. Usually when I're made coffee 

I sit and reed but :sometimes my mind returns to the day before. It did this mornin,: and as 

I thought I got the idea about which I write. Without, however, thinkin,: it really through. 
actually, thdea persisted though my reading of the Post. So without finishing that I write. 

Matt Smith, a bright, pleasant andfriendly English professor/ TV producer was hare for 
Q nil 

two days with his daughterheesistal, also bright, pleasant, thoroughly dependable and ef-

flicierlipEUEZUZ4ielana. He has an idea for a Britsh TV show on the JP1C assassina-

tion. He is quite familiar with and seemingly strongly devoted to all the conspirecy theories. 

Le you know, i disapprtve their being treated as solutions, as inevitably they have been. I 

do not nol, think that liatt will but I also do not see him either abandoning them or devoting 

iMself in my way to what is established fact about the assassination or its investigation. 

Nonethe less, I tried to help him and think I did. This included spetking to 'Jim Cesar 

to suggest Aye in which Jim could help him today, when Matt sees icy before1Aoing to 

Dallas in the manning. 

In talking to Jim I learned of send competition you are going to have. Public TV or 

someone producing for it, I did not ask for details, is going to spend quite a bit of time 
in researching a spedial, with an expected six months for two people in the hARC's offices 

and files. 
"11  Le sag this leads me to conclusions about the thrust of this show. I wont go into 

details on what I believe unless you w:nt me to. But two things at lea.t are clear to me. 

One is that they also will be going with the theories rather than addressing what is 

factual and beyond reasonable question. The other is that those behind the show and doing 

it elbuincly have this dddiction. Perhaps they also think they'll solve the mysteries. 

smith will not be competition for you but this PBS thi4 will be. end you can beat 

the pants off them and probably bash their.brains in with ease and with a differeWt for-

mat that can permit rapidity and factual solidity and I think be more interesting and in-

formative at the same time. plus with enormously less cost. 

What occue6d to me is foreign to my thinking of the past. In fact, I've refused to do 

it when propositioned to. A dear friend of my youth pressured me for a long time to write 

what amounts to as autobiography, mostly on my assassination work and experiences. I havehaa 

no interest in this and never did and do not have that kind of ego. I have never sought any 

personal publicity and have, including recently, refused to appear on TV shows, the most 

recent Inside Edition. I even refused to be on a Dan Rather special after agrepiing to be-

cause I could see what they did not, a conflict of interest with Ray, 1:hese investigator 
I'd been. 
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I see no point in going into the reasons for my feeling and acting this way, unless 
you'd like to understand it more. 

But I am well aware of what I've done,. how I've done it, what it cost us, why I failed 
vben I failed (and given the opaortunity I'd probably repeat at least acme of thoksZlistakee 
again!) and, conversely, I think, why I succeeded when I did. I think ti at at least his-
toricall it will be important and is and will be the basic work on this assassination and 
its invi!stigations. 

For context, not because you do riot know, I did write the first boa,: on the Warren 
epeiit, completed 2/15/65 bOd first published 8/17/65. It is a basic book and there is not 

a single error in it except of my jdugement, in the conclusion, in which I then believed 
that a Congressional investigation could do the job expected of the Commission. It didn't. 

What is factual about the assassination and published is close to 1J( my work. So 
also is close to YOU of the bebunking of the multitudinous theories_preaen qd as solutions. 

1 
(5...„.,  ,a6 -3 al,/ ea .a,  P;) My FOIn s!,51wsuits were precedental and most numerous and most succeaaf . They not only 

brought to light most of the fact, they also showed how the executive aganps/1  worked and 
failed Ala raa.One led to the 1974 amending of MIA aNd that is what opened the files of 
.he FBI, CIa and other such agencies to thy: degree they have been oiJened. 

	

.---) 	 aywaaa_ ./..a4471ii There is no significan error in any of my sevqn book5and remarkably few -that are 

i 
1 not of any consequence at 1. 

So, I have done what nobody else has done and I've done it with an accuracy not easily 
exceeded, if equallyd, on the roost controversial of su4dects. laatararahaklily ta-Mta4atatoa- 

As a result I can speak personally as nobody else can about the facts and about how 
they were brought to light and over what obstacles and problems and opposition (some fine 
stuff in this area I've never bed, what the FBI did to Lil and me and hui.o false yet ef-
fective it was), what it all means - has meanrmeans today and can mean iln the future. 

Mine has been a rather broad and?eep study of our basic institutione in time of great 
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4 stress and since then, es few people realize. But I think you know enough about what I've 
done to form your own opinion. There is what.is quotable on this in the only scholarly 
bibliography coauthored by Dave Wrone, who I think would also be willing to talk about it, 
as a local professional iitorian, which Wrone also is (both dear friends and perhaps pre-
judiced by this), and this second h{itorian, Dr. Gerald McKnight, can also talk about what 
it has meant to the young minds in the assassinations course he teache4Lat local good Col-
lege, where all my records will be and some already are, what hhey learn from it and how it 
helps them understand the -wort into which they'll go on graduiation. (I hold two seminars 
a year there, the first in about a month, on the JFK assassination, this time centering on 
Oswald. And on this I have rare and unused material that in itself would !Lake a sensationally 
important book and special.) 

So, what came to mild so earl,: this morning is in contradiction to what I've done and • 



how I've lived - what to now I've refused to do - a first person account. 

In arguing its value I restrict myself here to what it can mean for your project if 

you make it your project. 

It will be far and sway the le. at expensive approach you can take. It means using me 

as the vddce, so you don't have to pay anyone for that. It memALalso least preparation 
time for you if you are willing to do what I think will work very well, if not better than 
the usual,: or what I think is the Ugaeskapproach, the one PBS Litt-eking. 

' 	c.ex/ 
You'll haolgFe no resarch time and no real time to formulatequestions if you just video- 

tape as I talk. and this lends itself to having the camera on documents nobody has ever 
seen in soeu instances and very few have seen "others, as well as perhaps what 1  pub-
lished and was ignored, including by the major media. 

If we just talk and ramble, with you directing me from time to time, you'll have a gent 
volume of videotape, probably more than you could use in what I think could evolye and Gale 
rather low cost, and what you do not use together with what you would could and I think w 
would make a successful and significant book. 

What Ishave in mind and hope I suggest sufficiently in what I've said will naturally 
break into self-standing parts of a series of documentaries. 

While I lack the axperience to warrant a dependable opinion, based on my other exper-
iences, including in editing, I think the only real probelme in the editing will be mostly 

silt two in nature, well, perhaps three: what to omit, how to arrange it and where what fits 
best. If the latter seems like a real problem, I do not think that for them most part it 

will be becuuse much does fit naturally in more than one area and is not out of place in 

any into which it does fit. 

Nora than pointing me may well be required of you. I have so much in mind and so much 

of what is no longer there and I tend to confabulate when I talk, thinking I've said what 

I have not said, that getting me to fill these gapeilm may from time to time be nexeseary. 

I think you know how definitive this can be in content and the significance of that 
content and how it can, I think would be received. 

It willk
be 
 unique and I think the time has come for a first-person account and that 

this first-person account titan and will be what nobody else in any form of production can 

equal or approximate in any way. 
Remember, you wont even have to script anything. All you need do its decide the areas 

we'd go into as a minimum and perhaps have quest= that should At be ignored. If you 

later find any have been they can be done easily and fitted in. 

So, please think anout this and let me know. 

Best wishes, 

AA/1 


